
     
 
 
 
                       
 

 
 
 

Biking with dog(s) is for strictly adult-supervised, steady bicycle riders only. Check with vet for 10 to 185-
pound dog’s limitations. When dog-biking, always use a helmet. Bikes with fat, knobby tires and hand 
brakes recommended. The Bike Tow Leash (BTL) must always be between bike and dog. Start in 
familiar area. Maintain control by keeping weight on bike. Keep hands on brakes and be ready to stop if 
dog squats, steps over BTL or for obstructions. The BTL communicates to dog by loose-leash rewarding 
the position beside bike and away from the tires. The BTL is designed to be at dog’s rib height. 
Adjustments may be required for safety, warranty, and best performance. When turning towards dog, 
the BTL will direct dog to stay away from the wheels of the bike. Avoid obstacles, hot pavement, traffic, 
slippery surfaces, gravel, gratings, glass & erratic turns.  If dog pulls the BTL 
back against rear tire, slow down and allow dog to return to the proper position. 
Continuing to rub rear tire will damage the BTL and VOID Warranty. Give dog 

frequent water breaks and avoid extended rides when temperatures are high, and pavement is hot. Build distance up 
slowly, and check paw pads for wear, tears and cracking. Never leave bike unattended or upright with dog attached. If 
riding bike without dog, attach clip of the BTL behind bike seat or remove in seconds. Check that knobs are securely 
tightened before every ride.                                                                                                                                                            Tadpole Style Trike 

Bicycle (&Tadpole Style Trikes) INSTALLATION Steps: (Refer to Fig. 1) 
WARNING! Do NOT use BTL with Adult Trikes (2 Rear Wheels) without the TRIKE ADAPTOR (see reverse)                                                                                 

1a) LEFT SIDE: 
(Standard BTL is adjusted for Left side 
install, and MUST be adjusted for Right 

side) 
If present, rotate 
Quick Release 
Lever rearward 
(as in Fig. 1).  
 
Place inner 
clamp so that bolts point outward and 
are either (1) forward the axle: above 
and below the 
rear drop out or 
chain and seat 

stay OR (2) further forward of axle: inner 
clamp should have bent end up, and 
bolts below chain & seat stays. The inner 
clamp should be near vertical. 
 (3) Bikes with Disc Brakes may require 
that you remove a bolt to place the inner 
clamp and replace bolt once in place. 

1b) RIGHT SIDE: 
(1) Use included Standard inner clamp 
for Single Rear Sprocket Bikes. And 
continue with instructions above.  

(2) Multiple rear Sprocket Bikes [with 
Derailleur] will require a Quick Mount or 

Chain Stay Clamp (visit 
www.BikeTowLeash.com/accessories.p

hp and see reverse) 

1c) MOBILITY SCOOTER: 
Position clamps near vertical (as with 
bike install) on arm rest support. If 
more security is required, holes can be 
drilled through the tube for the bolts. If 
for use indoors, use BTL SHORTENED 
FOR WHEELCHAIRS (see reverse). 

2) Slip outer clamp 
over bolts and allow it 
to rest against axle 
and frame. Then twist 
knobs onto bolts and 
tighten securely. 
 
Install BTL with Black 
coupling down, 
clamps near vertical, 
and the BTL 
positioned forward. 
SEE BELOW 

3) Place dog beside the BTL.  
Adjustments are needed if, with bike 
vertically upright and BTL on the 
desired side, the clip is pointed 
backward or if it doesn’t touch dog 
in the ribs.  The BTL is too low if dog 
steps over it and too high if the BTL 

slips over dog’s 
back. 
 
To adjust height 
or change side; 
apply (1) heat 

with a hair dryer 
on high OR (2) 
pour rubbing 
alcohol (from 
medicine cabinet) 
into the Black 
Coupling at the opening.  Be sure to 
apply heat or alcohol all around 
black coupling by rotating the BTL 
several times. After 7 minutes, the 
outer clamp can be twisted by 
gripping the black coupling next to 
the outer clamp with your hand, vise 
and/or plumber’s strap wrench then 
twist outer clamp to reach the 
required adjustment. Once dry or 
cool, the outer clamp will lock into its 
new position.  (see the “Alcohol 
Adjustment Tutorial video” at 
www.biketowleash.com/videos.php)  
NOTE:  If outer clamp loses 
adjustment or comes out of black 
coupling, twist clamp from coupling. 
Then clean clamp and inside 
coupling using a tissue moistened 
with alcohol. Reassemble wet and 
allow to dry at correct height.  

4) Make sure 
knobs are 
tightened 
securely, and 
Black Coupling is 
locked in correct 
position. Clip the 
BTL directly to 
dog’s collar or 
harness. Our 
recommended 
collar is available 
at 
www.BikeTowLe
ash.com/accesso
ries.php and see 
reverse. 
 
 Enjoy riding in a 
familiar area first.   
 
(when not in use, 
clip the BTL 
behind bike seat 
or remove in 
seconds)  
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BEFORE USE All Riders must READ and FOLLOW ALL Instructions  
Failure to follow instructions will compromise you and your dog’s safety and VOID BTL Warranty 
  

WARNING!! WARNING!! 

DO NOT DISCARD 



Exercise your dog, regardless 
of your abilities, with the BIKE 
TOW LEASH SHORTENED 
FOR WHEELCHAIRS.    

EXTRA CLAMP, KNOBS, 
AND PLATE; 
Replacement if you left 
yours on the trail. The 
plate allows you to leave 
the clamp safely on the 
bike for even quicker BTL 
installs. Great with disc 
brakes (as in photo).  

For Adult Trikes (with 2 Rear Wheels), you 
must use the ADULT TRIKE ADAPTOR to 
prevent a back tire from running over your dog.  

 

                                 Check out our Accessories  
                                www.BikeTowLeash.com/accessories.php                                                 

 

 
 
 

 Use our recommended MARTINGALE 
COLLAR on the non-tightening ring to 
attach to the BTL and the center, tightening 
ring, when on a regular leash or biking in 
high-traffic areas. 

Attach to the Right Side of Multiple rear 
Sprocket Bikes [with Derailleur] using our 
CHAIN STAY CLAMP (pictured left) or 
QUICK MOUNT (pictured above). 

Our DOG COUPLER allows you to 
easily bike or walk two dogs at once.  


